Abstract-Computer search often uses an oracle to determine the value of a proposed problem solution. Information is extracted from the oracle using repeated queries. Crafting a search algorithm to most efficiently extract this information is the job of the programmer. In many instances this is done using the programmer's experience and knowledge of the problem being solved. For the Hamming oracle, we have the ability to assess the performance of various search algorithms using the currency of query count. Of the search procedures considered, blind search performs the worst. We show that evolutionary algorithms, although better than blind search, are a relatively inefficient method of information extraction. An algorithm methodically establishing and tracking the frequency of occurrence of alphabet characters performs even better. We also show that a search for the search for an optimal tree search, as suggested by our previous work, becomes computationally intensive.
I. INTRODUCTION
An oracle [6] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [21] is a common source of information in assisted search. The computational overhead of the oracle often dominates the time required for a search. In such cases, the computational overhead of a search can be measured by its query count.
Branch-and-bound search [2] for feature selection [18] uses the structure of combinatoric search spaces with the specific goal of reduction of the query count. Using data generated by the EPRI Electric Transient Mid-Term Stability Program software [9] , Jensen et al., for example, use branch-and-bound search for feature selection to train neural networks. Each query in the search is computationally expensive because it requires the training of a layered perceptron [22] .
Simulation software is often used as an oracle. NASA's evolutionary design software of an X-band antenna [16] , [17] , for example, requires evaluation of fitness during its search process. It does so using The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC-4) [3] , [4] as an oracle. NEC-4 is a widely used antenna modeling software package for wire and surface antennas. Likewise, ONR developed evolutionary search for optimal ensonification parameters uses repeated queries to an acoustic simulator: a layered perceptron neural network [22] trained on data generated by acoustic modeling software [14] .
Oracles can be used with relative degrees of efficiency [10] . In the most simple of examples using a needle in a haystack oracle, blind sampling without replacement outperforms blind sampling with replacement in terms of average query count. In a more complex case of assisted search, a "ratchet search" in the software known as Avida results in better per query performance that does a standard evolutionary search [10] .
In many cases, evaluation of oracle query efficiency can only be answered through extensive Monte Carlo simulation. An exception is the Hamming oracle which is well suited for analytical study. We have a target of length L using an alphabet of N , e.g METHINKS * IT * IS * LIKE * A * WEASEL has L = 28 letters from an alphabet of N = 27 (26 letters and a space). When a sequence of letters is presented to a Hamming oracle, the oracle responds with the Hamming distance equal to the number of letter mismatches in the sequence.
There are numerous ways in which the Hamming oracle can (and has) been used to find unknown phrases [6] , [19] , [23] . In terms of query count, some are more efficient than others. How is this simple oracle best interrogated using the currency of queries? We analyze commonly used Markov based evolutionary algorithms and demonstrate, by comparison, that the resulting stochastic hill climbing searches use oracles better than blind search. The frequency of occurrence (FOO) Hamming oracle algorithm (FOOHOA) is a deterministic algorithm that performs significantly better than stochastic hill climbing. Unlike a Markov approach which uses only its current state to determine its next step, information extracted during the entire history of the search is used to determine the next query.
Is it possible to know, in general, when a search built around a fixed oracle is optimal? Alternately, given an oracle, what is the maximum amount of information that can be extracted on a per query basis? A search for the search (S4S) [8] attempts to find either a search algorithm that exceeds specified performance criteria or, in the extreme, to find the algorithm with the globally best performance. Given a Hamming oracle, we present a search over all possible search trees that use the Hamming oracle to find the tree with minimum average depth. The corresponding search generates the greatest amount of active information per query of all such tree searches. The S4S, however, is so computationally intense, optimal trees can only be found for short messages using small alphabets.
Study of efficient extraction of information from the Hamming oracle is instructive in understanding the difficulty and obstacles of efficient information extraction from other oracles where analytic tractability is not as friendly.
II. INFORMATION MEASURES
Let the probability of identifying the correct phrase with a single random query be p. The inherent difficulty of the search then can be measured by the endogenous information [6] ,
For L letters from an alphabet of size N , we have
The endogenous information can be viewed as the total information available from the search. We consider searches that are asymptotically perfect, that is, will eventually succeed. For a given search, let the expected number of queries before a success be Q. Then the active information per query [6] , [10] 
Using (1), (2) becomes
In a random search with replacement, for example, the number of queries prior to a success is a geometric random variable with mean
Using (3),
2 N L and the active information per query doubles.
III. MARKOV MODELS OF EVOLUTIONARY SEARCH
Markov models are useful in describing certain evolutionary searches [1] , [24] , [25] . Before analysis, a brief background on Markov processes is required.
A. Markov Processes With an Absorbing State
We are searching for a target message of length L. In general, an (L + 1) × (L + 1) Markov matrix, P, has elements
where p k,λ is the probability of going to state k given we are in state λ. When all L letters of a sequence have been defined, the process is stopped at the final absorbing state from which there is no escape. The absorbing state is the target message and, when achieved, the search is announced as a success. The corresponding Markov matrix with absorbing state L is
where, for clarity, we have partitioned the P matrix, S is an L × L matrix, and
Then the iteration π(n + 1) = P π(n) has the solution
The probability of going from state λ to k in the nth iteration is (S n ) k,λ . Summing all of these probabilities for all (k, λ) gives the geometric series
The matrix 2 F :
expected number of the times state λ has gone to state k.
Define N = 1 T F where 1 is a vector of 1's. Then ( N ) k is the number of steps to absorption assuming an initialization of state k.
• If we begin with λ = 0 correct characters, then the initialization, π(0), has a one in the first place and is otherwise zero. In this case, G = ( N ) 0 where G is the expected number of generations to success.
• A better initialization would be to start with a π(0) vector whose probabilities reflect selection from a randomly chosen initialization. Let G denote the expected number of generations. Then
B. Information Measures in Markov Searches
The endogenous information of a search for L letters using an N character alphabet is given in (1) . If each iteration requires K queries (corresponding to K children) the expected number of queries to do a perfect search is Q = KG where G is given by (8) . So the active information per query is
For all of the Markov matrices considered here, we will use λ = the number of correct letters as the state. We will start with a randomly selected string which could be in any of the possible states. To determine the probability of starting in a particular state, we need to calculate the probability of a random string having that many letters in common with the target string. We can calculate the vector of starting positions to be used in the initialization as
. . .
where p = 1/N , q = 1 − p, and the binomial coefficient is
We will use this initialization for all of the algorithms to extract the expected number of queries or generations before absorption.
Once we have determined the matrix associated with particular algorithm, we can use (8) to calculate the expected number of iterations of the algorithm and thus determine the active information per query extracted through the algorithm.
C. Markov Search
We now apply the Markov model to the analysis of four different evolutionary search strategies. Unless otherwise indicated, all probabilities in this section (Section III-C) are assumed to be nonzero only on the interval 0 ≤ λ ≤ L. (A) K Children Each With a Single Mutation. In the single mutation scenario, only one of the L characters is changed in every child of the parent. This is done by selecting a random position in the sequence and changing that position to a random character drawn from the alphabet. We first consider the case where there is a single child and then when K children are generated and the best fitness among the children is kept for the next parent.
• Mutation of One Character per String.
• For One Child. We define the following events B means the score is better, S means the score is the same, W means the score is worse, g (for good) means the randomly chosen position already matches the target, and b =ḡ (for bad) means it doesn't. Using the theorem of total probability, we evaluate three cases. a) Worse. The probability of a worse score is
Better. The probability of a better score is
c) Same. The probability of the same score is
Note that, as expected,
The mutation result of one child is independent of another. The best child is chosen to be the parent of the next generation. When there is a tie, one is chosen at random. We will assume the parent has λ correct characters and analyze whether we do better (λ+1), worse (λ−1), or the same (λ). Let's consider the same three cases.
3 a) Worse. The only way to get a worse score is for all the children to have a worse score. Thus, using (10),
Better. The probability of at least one of the children having a better score than the parent 3 As K → ∞, we expect to always have a better result. This is confirmed by the asymptotic values of probabilities in (13) , (14) and (15) . a) Worse. From (13) ,
is the complement of none of the children having a better score. Thus, using (11),
we conclude from (13) and (14) that
(15) With the state λ as a source node, this analysis can be interpreted using the Markov chain shown on the left in Figure 1 with transitional probabilities given by (13) , (14) and (15) . As shown in the middle of Figure 1 , the chain can be equivalently viewed with λ as a sink node. For the chain with an absorbing state shown on the bottom right in Figure 1 , there are two special cases to consider. 
gives
With (15), all transitions from the λ node in the center entry in Figure 1 are now identified.
• Results. For any particular choice of message length, L, and alphabet size, N , there will be a choice of the number of offspring, K, which gives the smallest number of generations to find the hidden string. Figure 2 (A) shows a plot of the active information per query where the choice of K is optimized at each point. (B) Ratchet Strategy. This strategy is similar to the previous strategy except that only one child is generated per generation. A single mutation at a randomly selected location is performed. If the child has a better Hamming distance than the parent, it is kept. Otherwise the parent is asked to generate another child and the process is repeated.
• One Child Ratchet Analysis. The method of mutation is the similar to the one child mutation in Section III-C(A). As before, we evaluate three cases. a) Worse. It is impossible to do worse, since any deleterious mutation will be rejected. Thus Pr[W ] = 0. b) Better. The probability of a better score is the same as before in (11) Pr
c) Same. The probability of the same score can be derived by adding (12) and (10), since the score will remain the same if the mutation is either deleterious or neutral.
• Markov Matrix. As before we can use the probabilities to construct a Markov matrix. The chain is similar to that in the previous case except that there is no way to move backwards. a) Coming from state λ − 1. Figure 2(B) shows the active information per query for the ratchet strategy given different alphabet sizes and message lengths. Increasing the message length does not appear to significantly change the efficiency of active information extraction. However, increasing the alphabet size has a rather noticeable effect. The efficiency of information extraction decreases. The plot, however, shows better results than those in Figure 2 (A). (C) Mutating Children With a Fixed Mutation Rate. In this strategy each letter in the string has a probability of being changed. Each child will have the same string as the parent except that each letter will be changed with a fixed probability, μ.
• For One Child. We use the same notation as in Section III-C(A) and add M for mutated. ThusM means not mutated. a) Define the probability of worse from good for a single character as
Then the same from good probability is 1 − p w . We have λ good characters. Let k w denote the number of the λ good characters that become bad. Then, for 0 ≤ ω ≤ λ,
b) Define the probability of better from bad as
Then the probability of same from bad is 1 − p b . We have L − λ bad characters. Let k b denote the random variable of the number of L − λ characters that become good. Then, for 0 ≤ β ≤ L − λ,
The change in Hamming distance is
where π = 1/N. From (21) the cumulative distribution of Δλ, is
For K kids, let the change in the kth child be Δλ k . The largest change is
The corresponding probability mass function is
• Markov Matrix. The probability mass function in (24) can be explicitly parameterized as f Δλmax (x, λ). For the mutation example, the Markov matrix then has elements • Results. As illustrated in Figure 2 (C), this algorithm has a slow decline in information per query until it suddenly collapses when the mutation rate becomes too high. If, for example, we are within a single character of identifying a phrase, then a mutation rate that gives on average, say, 10 mutations will take a long time to take the final small step to perfection.
(D) Optimizing the Mutating Schedule for K Children.
Rather than always using a constant mutation rate, we can select the optimal mutation rate for each generation. We can optimize the mutation rate by maximizing the expected value of Δλ max as a function of μ. Using (23) and (24) 
where F Δλ (x) is defined by (21) and (22). • Results. For each value of L and N , we have optimized 4 the active information per query as a function of mutation rate, μ for each value of λ. The results are shown in Figure 3(D) .
IV. FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE HAMMING ORACLE ALGORITHM
The Markov models use only the current state to determine the next step in the search. There is no attempt made to use the history of the search. The frequency of occurrence (FOO) Hamming oracle algorithm (FOOHOA) does. As one might expect, the more knowledge a search procedure can effectively use, the greater the resulting active information per query.
The FOOHOA is an efficient algorithm to find the hidden string in a Hamming oracle which, unlike the previous stochastic hill-climbing search methods, establishes and updates a FOO [6] knowledge base. We begin by establishing the FOO of the string. If a string containing all A's is submitted to a Hamming oracle, the oracle's response will allow the algorithm to determine how many A's are in the hidden string. By repeating this process with all of the letters in the chosen alphabet, we determine the FOO for all of the letters. If there are N characters in the alphabet, establishment of the FOO requires, at most, N − 1 queries. 5 In rare instances, of course, the target might be identified with the intially established FOO.
The remainder of the FOOHOA is best explained by example. Consider a Hamming oracle using the English letters as its alphabet and having a message length of 5. Under this algorithm, we will already know the oracle's response to AAAAA, because we have already establish the FOO for all letters. Consider the query ABAAA.
• If the second letter in the hidden string is A, the distance will increase.
• If the second letter in the hidden string is B, the distance will decrease.
• Otherwise, the distance will remain the same. The query in question will actually test the second position both for presence of A and B. The FOO Hamming oracle algorithm uses this principle for all queries after establishing the frequency of occurrence. It starts on the left side of the string and works through the string, querying each letter in order from the FOO list until it discovers the correct letter. Letters are tested starting with the most frequent because they have the largest probability of being in any unfilled position. Once the correct value of a letter has been established, the FOO table is updated by omitting the contribution of the identified character.
The average active information per query, I ⊕ , for the FOO Hamming oracle algorithm is shown in Figure 3 (E) as a function of alphabet size, N , and message length, L. The results are significantly better than the Markov results shown in the other plots in Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 5 shows the active information per query average across different message lengths for various alphabet sizes. The FOOHOA is the most effective algorithm for information extraction measured by queries.
V. OPTIMAL HAMMING SEARCH: A SEARCH FOR THE SEARCH
For a given oracle, there exists an algorithm that, on average, extracts the maximum active information per query. For the Hamming oracle, we are able to search for the optimal algorithm. In general, a search for a search (S4S) is exponentially more computationally demanding than a search itself [7] , [8] .
Using an exhaustive inspection of all possible search trees, we generate an optimal tree search in the sense of maximum extraction of per query active information from the oracle. The maximum average active information is obtained when the search tree has minimal average depth.
At each iteration of a search algorithm, there is some set of possible hidden strings which have not been ruled out by previous queries. The algorithm selects a query as some function of this set. The resulting query and the response will produce a new subset containing only the strings that are compatible with the new query result. We want to find the function mapping these sets to queries that will result in the lowest average number of queries to determine the target. We can do so by searching every possible function to find the optimal one. This is an exhaustive S4S performed on the original search space. It should not be surprising, therefore, that the search is very expensive and can only be run for very small problems. Tables I and II shows the best possible active information per query across different message lengths for various alphabet sizes. On a per query basis, information cannot be extracted more efficiently.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
By exploring a variety of algorithms we have demonstrated that the simple Hamming oracle can be used with surprisingly different degrees of efficiency as measured by query count. The FOO Hamming oracle algorithm manages to extract approximately one bit of information per query indicating that the oracle can be a significant source of information. In comparison, evolutionary search as modeled by Markov processes uses the Hamming oracle inefficiently. The success of a searches derives not from any intrinsic property of the search algorithm, but from the information available from the oracle as well as the efficiency of the search algorithm in the extraction of that information.
A high level interactive simulation of algorithms showing their varying effectiveness in extracting active information using a Hamming oracle is available on line at http://www.EvoInfo.org/.
